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RESUMO: The origin of a set of achondritic meteorites found in 2012 in Morocco, Western Sahara, is currently a matter of heated debates in the scientific community. The composition and mineralogy of such achondrites do not match any known achondrite group. One of the possibilities is that it has a Mercurian origin, as suggested by data from MESSENGER mission. This possibility arises from compositional similarities between the bulk-composition of Northwest Africa 7325 (NWA 7325), one of the achondritic meteorite found in 2012, and the surface composition of Mercury. High resolution measurements of Mercury’s surface composition with the MESSENGER X-ray spectrometer show that the surface is rich in Mg and S but depleted in Al, Ca, Ti and Fe, which resembles the bulk-composition of NWA 7325. However, its Pb crystallization age of >4.5 Ga argues against its origin in Mercury. On the other hand, simulations indicate a significant relative probability that cumulative particles ejected off Mercury after an impact would reach the Earth within 30 Myr. These simulations show, for instance, that after impact ejection of material at 14km/s, it is possible that ~3% reaches Earth after 10 Myr, ~4% after 20 Myr and ~4.5% after 30 Myr. This probability brings up the question: where are our mercurian meteorites? This study aims to investigate and evaluate if our current knowledge about Mercury indicates it could hold a parental relation to our so-far best mercurian candidate, the NWA 7325 achondrite. We used four main criteria to evaluate this: 1) Likely depth of origin, compositions and mineralogy; 2) Likely location of origin, lithology and age; 3) Probability that it reached Earth; and 4) Isotopic composition. Compiled data from previous studies on both the planet and the meteorite indicate that, despite its old age (>4.5 Ga), it is possible that NWA 7325 could have originated on Mercury. However, the confirmation and the solution to this genetic mystery might only arrive once we obtain in-situ analysis or sampling in Mercury.
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